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Exceptional Used Models that Offer Heated Seating in Lompoc CA

Toyota of Lompoc Offering Exceptional Used Models with Heated Seating!

LOMPOC, Calif. (PRWEB) April 20, 2021 -- For those drivers that are looking for a model that offers the
ultimate comfort, no matter the temperatures, Toyota of Lompoc is the dealership to visit! They’re offering
amazing models, each delivering a wide range of benefits. This includes heated seating, letting drivers enjoy
excellent temperatures anywhere. Continue reading below in order to find out more!

Starting off the list of excellent models available in Lompoc, CA is a 2017 Toyota Prius Prime Premium. This
excellent vehicle has great features, amazing mileage, and a low price! One of these features is heated seating.
This vehicle has a total mileage of 83,053 and features a 1.8-liter four-cylinder engine and CVT transmission. It
has a price of $17,500, meaning it’s practically new at a great price!

The second available model at Toyota of Lompoc includes a 2018 Toyota Camry XSE, which features many
excellent benefits. This includes heated seating. Drivers can also enjoy a mileage of only 20,301 and features a
2.5-liter I-4 engine system and eight-speed automatic transmission, which gives drivers a fuel economy of 28
MPG in the city and 39 MPG on the highway. That’s a great performance for any driver!

Finally, drivers can pick a 2016 Honda Odyssey EX-L, which offers heated seating, a fuel economy of 19 MPG
in the city and 28 MPG on the highway, and more. Drivers can pick up this model for $21,000. It also features a
3.5-liter V6 engine, a six-speed automatic transmission system, and more.

Overall, Toyota of Lompoc has a ton of excellent vehicles, giving a variety of amazing features. This includes
the models above, which are just some of those that offer heated seating. To learn more about them or other
models available, interested individuals should contact the dealership. They can be reached at 805-736-1295,
visited in person at 203 Eat Ocean Avenue in Lompoc, CA, or visited online at
https://www.toyotaoflompoc.com/.
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Contact Information
Nate Zarate
Toyota of Lompoc
http://https://www.toyotaoflompoc.com/
(805) 736-1295

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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